
Introduction to Ankle Issues

Physical Therapy in Merrick and Amityville for
Ankle Issues
Welcome to Summit Physical Therapy’s resource about the ankle.

Ankle injuries can be a real pain, literally and figuratively.  Not
only can they lay you up or make you hobble around, they may cause you to banish your favorite pair of
stilettos to the closet or cancel that game of touch football that you had planned for the weekend.

If you are currently in pain and suffering from an ankle injury, it is important that you know the facts about
this sensitive area.  After all, if your ankle injury is not given the proper attention and healed completely,
you run the risk of it occurring again.

In this area of our site you will find various resources on the types of ankle injuries that you could suffer
from as well as information about the steps that should be taken for fixing this problem.

Take the time and make sure you get proper attention; after all, you have better things to do than hobble
around on a pair of crutches.

Click on a link below to learn more about:

Ankle Anatomy• 
Ankle Issues• 

Hear from some of our Foot Therapy patients

• • • • • 
“ I came to Summit with an ankle injury. I could barely walk when i first started. After a few weeks I was
able to return to work and presume my normal activities. The physical therapists there are... ”
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https://www.summitpt.info/Injuries-Conditions/Ankle/Ankle-Anatomy/a~47/article.html
https://www.summitpt.info:443/Injuries-Conditions/Ankle/Introduction-to-Ankle-Issues/a~1126/Injuries-Conditions/Ankle/Ankle-Issues/c~81/category.html


“ I came to Summit with an ankle injury. I could barely walk when i first started. After a few weeks I was
able to return to work and presume my normal activities. The physical therapists there are great and I
enjoyed talking to everyone during my therapy. A big thank you to summit P.T. Highly recommend. ”
Daniel B
Merrick, NY
View all google reviews

• • • • • 
“ I have used Summit physical therapy after a knee revision and a foot injury. Graham Pam and Matt are
excellent. There skills as therapist are amazing. I actually enjoyed going to therapy. If your... ”
“ I have used Summit physical therapy after a knee revision and a foot injury. Graham Pam and Matt are
excellent. There skills as therapist are amazing. I actually enjoyed going to therapy. If your ever in need this
is the place to go. The staff is amazing and caring â�¤. Thank you SUMMIT PHYSICAL THERAPY ”
Maryann A
Merrick, NY
View all google reviews

• • • • • 
“ When I needed PT treatment for an injury there was no hesitation on using Summit PT. My wife has used
Summit in the past and is currently receiving treatment now. You are greeted warmly from Aartie at... ”
“ When I needed PT treatment for an injury there was no hesitation on using Summit PT. My wife has used
Summit in the past and is currently receiving treatment now. You are greeted warmly from Aartie at the
front desk upon your arrival and have a very minimal wait until Andrew or Teresa set you up for your
treatment. Graham the owner is very knowledgeable and professional along with therapists Matt and Pam. I
trust Summit and highly recommend them should you need any type of physical therapy. Professional,
knowledgeable, patient, friendly describes every visit to this local establishment. Summit PT takes the time
to listen to your needs and concerns and will address them accordingly. ”
K Q
Merrick, NY
View all google reviews

• • 
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https://local.google.com/place?id=5020536018678926503&use=srp&hl=en
https://local.google.com/place?id=5020536018678926503&use=srp&hl=en
https://local.google.com/place?id=5020536018678926503&use=srp&hl=en
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